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‘In one form or another, peer review has always been 

regarded as crucial to the reputation and reliability of 

scientific research.’

… since 1665, 

the Royal 

Society, and 

Philosophical 

Transactions



But ‘peer review’ is really recent…

1970



The ‘Publishing the Philosophical 

Transactions, 1665-2015’ project

The longest-running scientific journal in the 

world: Philosophical Transactions, founded 

1665, and published by the Royal Society of 

London since 1752



1908 ‘Register of Papers’ showing editorial process of papers from receipt, to 

refereeing, to decision. The first two papers were sent to referees, but the next three 

(all from Ernest Rutherford and his colleagues, on radioactive particles) were not.



Charles Darwin 

recommends 

publication of a 

paper by Leonard 

Horner (1855), ‘as 

the means of 

permanently 

recording valuable 

observations.’



1847 report on print run, sales and other distribution of the 

Transactions, 1835-1844



1931 editorial office coversheet for a paper on conductivity in 

acetone, including estimate of production costs (£32)



Henry Oldenburg founded 

the Philosophical 

Transactions, a monthly 

news-sheet reporting natural 

philosophical news from all 

over Europe, to his English 

readers

1665 1752 1890s 19901832

1665: Oldenburg’s Philosophical Transactions



Oldenburg: a strong, independent, editor



‘Strong editors’: a successful model

Philosophical Magazine 

(f.1798)

Nature (f.1869)

Richard Taylor (1781-1858) Norman Lockyer (1836-1920)



The ‘imprimatur’ 1665-1695

• Philosophical Transactions was printed using Royal 

Society’s licensing privilege (thus, no need for additional 

state censorship)

• RS President was vouching for suitability of publication

• No treason, blasphemy etc!



1752: Editing by Committee

The Royal Society took over the Transactions; linked 

publication to meetings; and set up committee structures 

for collective editorial responsibility.

1665 1752 1890s 19901832



For ‘the Honour and Credit of the Society’…

Because of ‘the high Degree, in which the 
Reputation of the Society was concerned, in respect 
of the papers printed and published in the 
Transactions’…

And the apparent need ‘of Obviating any future 
Inconveniences from the want of a due Attention to 
the proper choice of such publications’

23 January 1751/2

Why take on the Transactions?

George Parker, Earl of Macclesfield, 

Council member, soon-to-be-President



Gate-Keeping and Decision-Making

Author

Philosophical 

Transactions

Meeting of 

the Society

Committee of 

Papers

‘The Members of the Council for the time being, shall 

constitute and be a standing Committee, to whom the 

consideration of the Publication of such Papers as shall have 

been read, or communicated to the Society at their weekly 

Meetings…’

Royal Society statutes, 1752

Communicator



1752: denial of responsibility for 

‘certainty of facts’



Contrast with: Académie royale

des sciences

• Set up small committees to examine 

work by outsiders

• Tested/replicated the results

• Reported (jointly) in writing

But, system was 

unsustainable by 1830s



1832: Written Refereeing

Started issuing Proceedings as well; it carried abstracts, and 

came out approximately monthly. The Transactions carried 

long papers, and came out every six months.

The Society faced calls for reforms, e.g. from Charles Babbage.

Written refereeing was adopted for Transactions.

1665 1752 1890s 19901832

Charles Babbage, author of Decline 

of Science in England (1830)



Written Refereeing

Papers for publication in the Transactions are now 

only being approved if ‘a written report of its 

fitness shall have been previously made by one or 

more members of the Council, to whom it shall 

have been especially referred for examination’

November 1832

Frederick Augustus, the Duke of Sussex, 

President of the Royal Society



The ‘referring’ of papers before 1832

1752 statutes: the Committee of Papers may summon any other 

fellow, who was ‘knowing and well-skilled in the particular branch 

of Science’, to deliver an opinion of a paper on whose merits the 

Committee felt itself unqualified to decide.

Rarely used…

Occasionally, in 1780s/90s, a paper was ‘referred’ to a member of 

the Committee

Not additional expertise, but closer scrutiny?

These referees reported orally

1820s assumption among fellows: that ‘every communication is 

supposed to have been previously […] referred to the judgment of 

some competent member who reports his opinion’

Refereeing happened more often than is formally recorded?



Variety of Practice 1832—c.1850s

George Busk took five pages to 

recommend publication of TH Huxley’s 

1861 paper on Glyptodon

• Written or oral?

• How many referees?

• Who can act as referee?

• Joint reports, or independent?

• Public reports, or confidential?

• How long should a report be?

• Publication recommendation, 

and/or suggestions to author?



1890s: the meaning of refereeing?

Serious financial problems re publications…

Reforms to meeting and publications: too many submissions to fit into 

weekly Society meetings; link between meetings and Transactions dropped.

Changes to gate-keeping and pre-refereeing scrutiny.

1665 1752 1890s 19901832



Different forms of scrutiny, c.1900

Author

Philosophical 

Transactions

Committee 

Secretaries

Committee of 

Papers

Communicator

Proceedings

Committee of 

Papers

Referees

~75%

~12%



Why did Transactions need referees…

… if Proceedings did not?

Transactions Proceedings

Papers with scope, originality 

and significance

Results which can be 

adequately reported in brief

More prestigious for author

40+ pages < 12 pages

Can be highly illustrated Few illustrations

Awarding 

Prestige

Protecting

Finances



Gentlemanly refereeing post-1945

Growth – in numbers, and in internationalism –

of scientific research

Post-1945 rise of commercial journals

1665 1752 1890s 19901832

1969: Appointment of Associate Editors; 

expansion of the pool of referees

1990: Appointment of Editors for each journal; 

dissolution of the Committee of Papers



Should all referees be Fellows of the Society?

• Fairness (gender, seniority, geography)?

• Workload

– Limited pool of Fellows

– Growth of international science…



Complaints from Fellows, 1950

For mercy's sake, don’t send me any more papers to 

referee for a long time! During the last five very busy 

weeks I have had five papers, not one of which was fit for 

publication in a first-class scientific journal

… And all… have been sent up from… experienced… 

Fellows, who could, if they would only take the trouble, 

exercise their undoubted critical powers and have the 

papers put into proper shape, on in some cases stopped, 

before sending them in.

If I get much more heavy refereeing like this, it is goodbye 

to any chance of doing real scientific work myself… If I 

could only get some uninterrupted time, I could do real 

work of ten times the value of the sort of rubbish I have 

been required to report on lately.…

Neil Kensington Adam 

FRS (1891-1973)
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Expanding the pool of referees, 1969

‘… and if he is not a Fellow…’

‘…in the event of… choosing a referee resident abroad…’

After 1969 reforms, referees did not need to be 

necessarily Fellows, and not necessarily UK-resident



Problems of Fellows-only refereeing

• Fairness (gender, seniority, geography)?

• Workload

– Limited pool of Fellows

– Growth of international science…

• Secrecy breeds irresponsibility?

Referees cause are ‘anonymous and irresponsible’; they 

cause ‘delay, and sometimes injustice’.

National Union of Scientific Workers (1922)



Refereeing as quality control?

1945: ‘I believe no Journal in the world has the advantage of so 

critical and helpful a body of referees, and this greatly helps to 

maintain the standard of British scientific literature.’ [Secretary to RS]

1957: ‘The quality of scientific content was maintained by high-class 

refereeing’… ‘Scientific societies should be the guardians of the 

quality of scientific publication of original work in learned journals.’ 

[Assistant Secretary to RS]

Because refereeing was something that 

distinguished the learned societies from the 

newly-encroaching commercial journals…



1970s-1990s

1971: Zuckerman and Merton’s analysis of 

refereeing

1973: David Davies made refereeing standard 

practice at Nature

1975: first recorded use of ‘peer review’ in the 

context of academic journals (OED)

1989: Cold fusion affair; both Nature and the 

Royal Society argue for the important role of 

peer review



Legacy of Zuckerman & Merton

From the Royal Society in the 1660s…

… to the Physical Review in the 1950s



Take-Home Message

• The function of refereeing, and its social and intellectual meaning 

has historically been quite different from that now associated with 

peer review.

• It was not originally about quality control or reliability or standards.

• Refereeing emerged within the social practices associated with 

arranging the meetings and publications of gentlemanly learned 

societies in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

• Such societies needed processes that, at various times, could create 

collective editorial responsibility, protect the institutional finances 

and the institutional reputation, and control the award of prestige 

(and spread the workload).

• Should we be surprised if a process that carries the legacy of this 

historical development now seems not entirely ‘fit for purpose’ in 

the very context of professional, international science?
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